
In western countries, people spend a lot of money on their pets. They buy special food for 
their cats or dogs, buy them toys and often and often pay high fee for their medical 
treatment. Some people think this is a waste of money, and argue that pets are dirty and 
dangerous.

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having a pet? Do people spend too much 
money on pets? Give reason for your answer.

The intention of having a pet and owning one is a phenomenon which is globalized around the world. 
These days we could see that the attempt of owning a pet in western countries have has been 
increasing in comparison with previous decades.

Some groups are on of the thought that, firstly, having a pet could rise arouse a feeling of 
responsibilityies through the entire family because they should feed, clean or play with them so each 
person can take a role in order to pamper/care for their pets. Secondly, they subscribe to this view 
that animals like cat or dog are good companion for everyone especially for old people because they 
can be protective, fun and they will be there whenever you feel down also they are there for you to 
bring upboost/elevate your mood.

Others believe that, these creatures are dirty and their existence in at home could rise bring severe 
consequences, in other words, they could be bothersome. Also they consider those people who have 
pets , have money to burn because they spend a great proportion of money for on their food or 
medical treatment. however, all these matters are compensable by visiting Vet vets regularly and 
have vaccination on time also for their food, we can feed them by our leftovers besides their dry food 
which can mitigate all of their costs.

The main conclusion to be drawn is that, all pets are harmless creatures in the world as long as 
they’ve been pampered and treated properly.


